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About This Game

A quiet manor
Loud crash! Big nasty foot
One demand: "Wash me."

It is said that long ago in Japan, there was a certain house. Every so often, a strange thing happened in this place: a yokai in the
shape of a giant dirty foot appeared and demanded to be cleaned! If the resident cleaned the foot, the foot left peacefully.

However, if the foot was not cleaned, then the foot stomped throughout the house and destroyed everything.

Ashi Wash is our take on this Japanese folktale.

Ashi Wash is like a haiku. A goofy one to be sure, but a haiku all the same. A single reading of a haiku is short, but it invites the
reader to reread it and ponder the layers of meaning densely packed into its few words. Likewise, a single playthrough of Ashi

Wash is short, but this surreal game has layers of secrets and meanings that will give you foot for thought. You'll find something
new every time you revisit it.

Want to show your friends your VR setup? Ashi Wash comes with a toe-tally neato VR mode that's great for parties. Everyone
will be laughing all night at the absurdity of Ashi Wash! The local high-score list adds some fun competition, too.

Don't have VR? No worries! Ashi Wash also plays in standard, non-VR mode. In this mode, there are more rooms in the house
to be explored (and also some new secrets to find).

You have three minutes to clean The Foot. Tools are scattered around the house to help you get the job done.
Ready to step up to the challenge?

Feetures

the best foot washing action in VR

the best foot washing action, but not in VR this time

LIV support (for mixed reality video capture in VR mode)

fully voiced dialog

English subtitles (non-VR mode only)

a nice deck to gaze at the sunset

2 bds / 2 ba

puns

talking flies

a vinyl record player (it's called a ~gramophone~)
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forced perspective

local leaderboard
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Title: Ashi Wash
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Two Glass Hams
Publisher:
Two Glass Hams
Release Date: 30 Apr, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 470, AMD HD 7870

Storage: 650 MB available space

Additional Notes: for non-VR gameplay

English
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Awesome and fun game. Definitely worth buying.. Good. Fun to Play.
A+A+A+. Very beautiful and detailed animation and lot of info for astro enthusiasts. :). I have i7-8700k. The online community
is dead so even if you're after pay for xp deals, its pointless. You're paying for a Mercedes. 5 dollars for a Mercedes. Not worth
it.. 1\/10 Rating

Great concept but it is the same as \u201cNo man\u2019s Sky\u201d to be honest.
This game is horrible in terms of menu function and game play in general. You have no idea what you are doing and you have to
play almost an entire day to unlock the achievements which is insane.

If you are a casual gamer looking to have fun in low budget space then this is the game for you.
If you want something more serious and detailed then \u201cNo man\u2019s Sky\u201d is the game for you.
. Very Good Game.. Arrrgh...

Algiers and Tunis units look like\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665,,i'd rather use the default unit graphics. They look
like peasent armies rather than professional ones. Moreover, north african are caucasoids and not black.

Italian 17th century chainmail armor? wtf...Paradox you ruined this one damn you. This game offers a really fun twist on
Katamary Damacy, and at 25% off, I paid CA$10.86 to play the game on my computer, instead of CA$6.99 to play it on my
phone. The graphics are charming, the mechanic works well, and as far as I can tell, I paid a 50% price premium for the
pleasure of playing it on my computer. The game isn't very long – I played it in a single 107-minute sitting – and the dollar-per-
minute value is significantly better on mobile. Is my point clear yet? It's a fun little game, and it's absurdly over-priced on PC..
Achievement spam game where you receive 1 achievement for every 2 seconds you are in the game. If you are looking for a
good enjoyable game to play then I would not bother with this game as its sole purpose is for the achievements. The price of this
game is also very overpriced for what you are getting. There are cheaper achievement spam games on steam so id give this one a
pass unless it is on sale.
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cheap game, okay graphics, works fine.
problem is, its pretty much no fun at all to just stand there, shooting waves of aliens with an crosshair'ed gun.. Ok lets say this
game was free. Sure get it play it whatever. now lets say its the price it is... Burn your money instead. thank god i got this for
like 70 cents.. FEELING SOME PAIN?. Only on the first level and couldnet do it due to my room being too small. I really hope
they add a teleprt feture for those of us without massize rooms. Despite this what i played was really fun and i would recomend
it to anyone who likes somlive puzzles.

P.S. Please release a teleport even if its optinal so as to not ruin the experiance for people with bigger rooms :)
. You've been called to point and click your way through a mystery down at the old abandoned hotel and train station. It isn't
long though before you're ambushed by G-G-G-GHOSTS?!? Lucky for you, you have a bottle of vodka, a handful of Clozapine
and a helpful buddy with a serious texting habit. Your adventure is celebrated by the town by putting on a fireworks display in
your honor but can you avoid the spooky skeletons and delerium tremens long enough to yank the mask off old man Withers?

Excellent ambiance, Don't play alone alone in the dark. Bottle of vodka reccomended for player as well as character.. love the
game so far. keep up the great work guys.
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